
SCHOONMAKER POINT MARINA 

 

MONTHLY BERTH RATES  (FOUR MONTH MINIMUM) 

All leased (permanent) berth fees effective May, 2019 are as follows: 

 

              BERTH LENGTH:                              MONTHLY RENTAL: 

 

 35’      $655.00 

 40’      $740.00 

 45’      $830.00 

 50’               $1135.00 

 55’               $1210.00 

 60’               $1430.00 

 70’               $1670.00 

 

  

The first months rent will be prorated and an amount equal to one months rent shall be 

collected in advance. There is a $150.00 security deposit and a deposit of $20.00 per 

gate/restroom key. ONE parking permit per berth shall be issued. 

 

MONTHLY BERTH ELECTRICAL: Electricity is charged at actual commercial per 

kilowatt-hour (actual commercial rate cost) plus a monthly meter reading fee of $3.00. 

Rates are subject to change with PG&E rate changes. Billing will show date meter was 

read and total kilowatt-hours used. 

                                                                        

DAY VISITOR RATES ON PUBLIC ACCESS PIER:  (Payment in advance) 

 

Vessels under 80’:  $2:00 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

Vessels 81’ to under 100’: $3:00 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

Vessels 101’ up:  $4:00 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

 

DAILY/GUEST ELECTRICAL RATES:  (Payment in advance) 

30   AMP                                         -           $3.00 per day 

50   AMP                                         -         $10.00 per day 

100 AMP Single Phase                   -          $50.00 per day 

100 AMP Three Phase                    -          $75.00 per day 

200 AMP Three Phase                    -         $150.00 per day 

 

 

 

 



DAILY GUEST RATES:  (Payment in advance) 

 

Vessels under 80’:  $2:25 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

Vessels 81’ to under 100’: $3:00 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

Vessels 101’ up:  $4:00 per foot, per day plus electricity (see daily electrical 

rates). 

 

DAILY/GUEST ELECTRICAL RATES:  (Payment in advance) 

30   AMP                                         -           $3.00 per day 

50   AMP                                         -         $10.00 per day 

100 AMP Single Phase                   -          $50.00 per day 

100 AMP Three Phase                    -          $75.00 per day 

200 AMP Three Phase                    -         $150.00 per day 

 


